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The Pilatus PC-24 is convincing in its straightforwardness and uniqueness. As

a business jet, it combines the characteristics of a turboprop (by versatility),

a medium light jet (by cabin size) and a light jet (by performance). Pilatus has

therefore introduced a specific business jet category for the PC-24: the

Super Versatile Jet (SVJ) category. 

The jet is virtually cross-country capable since it can land on non-asphalt

surfaces. As a result, D-CHGN offers an outstanding degree of flexibility and

new opportunities, as it can also fly to smaller airfields with short runways.

This allows you to fly to your desired destination without the hassle of

ground transfers and avoid the traffic congestion of large airports.

D-CHGN carries 6 to 8 passengers and has a range of 3,400 km. The aircraft

surprises not only with its performance but also with its adaptability. The

interior of the jet can be rearranged at any time by simply removing the seats

at short notice or by moving the separation to the baggage compartment. In

addition, the jet has a cargo door as standard. These features allow D-CHGN

to be variably adapted to your needs. Bulky luggage, sports equipment with

excess length and much more can be handled and transported in no time at

all. Allow yourself to be surprised and get convinced!

CABIN AMENITIES

SPEED

PERFORMANCE

815 km/h
MAXIMUM RANGE

3.400 km
ALTITUDE MAX.

Lavatory (in front

with sliding door)

Air Show

13.716 m

> D-CHGN

SPECIFICATIONS

NORMAL SEATING

8
BAGGAGE VOLUME

2,54 m³
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VARIABLE CABIN

Seat capacity can be changed between 6 and 8 passengers.
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